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SAMMANFATTNING

Denna avhandling avser systemstudier av kraftverk där den centrala energiom-
vandlingen sker i olika typer av bränsleceller.

Ända sedan William Grove observerade bränslecelleffekten under sent 1830-tal, så
har det bedrivits mer eller mindre intensiva aktiviteter vad gäller forskning och
utveckling av bränsleceller. I främst USA intensifierades arbetet under andra delen
av 1950-talet, vilket även resulterade i utvecklandet av de bränsleceller som
användes inom det amerikanska Apolloprogrammet. I Sverige inleddes aktiviteter
kopplade till bränsleceller under 1960-talets andra hälft, då som ett projekt hos
ASEA (numera ABB) som hade som mål att utveckla bränsleceller avsedda för
ubåtsdrift.

Då den dåvarande projektledaren, Olle Lindström, 1968 utsågs till professor i
Kemisk Teknologi vid KTH inleddes de bränslecellaktiviteter som ända sedan dess
bedrivits mer eller mindre intensivt vid KTH.

I världen i övrigt hade arbetet på bränsleceller en lågkonjunktur under senare delen
av 1970-talet och första delen av 1980-talet, för att återigen vitaliseras sedan första
delen av 1990-talet då man tagit fasta på bränslecellens egenskaper som en miljö-
vänlig och effektiv energiomvandlare.

Systemstudier och processimulering kan användas för att med olika dator-
beräkningsprogram studera beteendet och egenskaperna hos bränsleceller, och
deras kringsystem, vilka gemensamt utgör ett bränslecellkraftverk.

Artikel I beskriver egenskaperna hos ett naturgasbaserat bränslecellkraftverk med
alkaliska bränsleceller, både vad avser verkningsgrader och ekonomi.

I artikel II består av en ”benchmark”-studie med tre olika processimulerings-
program för att därigenom klargöra hur valet av processimuleringsprogram kan
påverka de resultat som erhålls, och något om de fallgropar som kan finnas.

Artikel III redovisar en studie av ett bränslecellkraftverk där den primära
energiråvaran består av biomassa (träflis), vilket genom högtrycksförgasning
överförs i gasform för att efter erforderlig rening kunna omvandlas till elenergi och
värmeenergi av smältkarbonatbränsleceller.

I den avslutande artikeln, artikel IV, presenteras en systemstudie av olika
högtemperaturbränslecellsystem, där det primära bränslet består av stenkol, vilken
genom förgasning överförts i gasform. Detta arbete utgjorde en viktig del av ett
EU-projekt som studerade de tekniska och ekonomiska förutsättningarna för ett
dylikt kraftverk.

Nyckelord: bränsleceller, bränslecellsystem, systemstudier, processimulering, 
systemanalys, alkaliska bränsleceller, högtemperaturbränsleceller.





ABSTRACT

This thesis concerns system studies of power plants where different types of fuel
cells accomplish most of the energy conversion.

Ever since William Grove observed the fuel cell effect in the late 1830s fuel cells
have been the subject or more or less intense research and development. Especially
in the USA these activities intensified during the second part of the 1950s, resulting
in the development of the fuel cells used in the Apollo-program. Swedish fuel cell
activities started in the mid-1960s, when ASEA (now ABB) ran a fuel cell project
developing fuel cells to power submarines.

When the then project manager, Olle Lindström, was appointed professor of
Chemical Technology at KTH, the fuel cell activities at KTH were initiated, these
activities have since then been pursued at varying levels of intensity.

The fuel cell development experienced a recession during the latter part of the
1970s and early 1980s, only to be re-vitalised during the 1990s as the full potential
of the advantages of environmental benefits and efficiency were identified.

System studies and process simulation utilising different computer software
programs may be used to study the behaviour and characteristics of fuel cells and
their support systems.

Paper I describes the characteristics of a natural gas-fuelled fuel cell power plant
using alkaline fuel cells, both regarding efficiency and economics.

In paper II, a benchmark study of three different types of simulation software is
presented. The intention was to clarify how the selection of software might
influence the results obtained, and some of the associated possible pitfalls.

Paper III presents a study of a fuel cell power plant where the primary source of
energy is biomass (wood chips), which via high-pressure gasification and
subsequent gas cleaning is made available for conversion into electricity and heat
by molten carbonate fuel cells.

The last paper, paper IV, presents a s system study of a high-temperature fuel cell
system, where the primary fuel is coal, which through gasification is converted into
a gaseous form. This study was a vital part of an EU-project studying the technical
and economical feasibility of such systems.

Keywords: fuel cells, fuel cell systems, system studies, process simulation, system 
analysis, alkaline fuel cells, high-temperature fuel cells.
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The first step to knowledge
is to know that we are ignorant

Socrates

1. Introduction

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the late Professor Olle Lindström initiated the
KTH activities involving power sources. The initial projects dealt with research and
development of both alkaline metal air batteries [1, 2] and alkaline fuel cells (AFC)
[3-5].

Since then, the fuel cell-related work at KTH has expanded to include not only
alkaline fuel cells, but also molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC), solid oxide fuel
cells (SOFC) and polymer membrane electrolyte fuel cells (PEMFC). Several
researchers are currently involved with both fundamental as well as system analysis
work regarding these types of fuel cells.

The work presented in this thesis may be seen as a sort of linkage of the system
work carried out already during the 1970s [4] and 1980s [6, 7] regarding AFC
systems, and more current work on both MCFC and SOFC systems.

Paper I presents a system study of a 600MWe alkaline fuel cell power plant that
was one of the first fuel cell studies carried out at KTH using chemical
flowsheeting software for the system calculations.

The work presented in Paper II is a benchmarking exercise investigating how the
selection of the flowsheeting software may influence the results obtained in a
technical study of a fuel cell system.

The third paper, Paper III, deals with the technical possibilities to develop a more
sustainable fuel cell system, using solid biomass as the primary source of energy.
The solid wood chips are exposed to volatilisation in a gasifier, thus converted into
a form utilisable by molten carbonate fuel cells.

The last paper, Paper IV, presents the technical feasibility of a co-generation power
plant, relying on high temperature fuel cells combined with a coal gasifier for its
power generation.
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Why, a four-year-old child could understand this.
Someone get me a four-year-old child.

Groucho Marx

1.1. An introduction to fuel cells
What is a fuel cell?
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that via electrochemical reactions is able to
combine a fuel and an oxidant, while at the same time converting the chemical
energy in the fuel directly into direct-current electricity and heat.

Like this implies, a fuel cell is not a source of energy, but a merely a device to
convert energy from one form into another. The difference between a battery and a
fuel cell is that in the first case, the reactants whose chemical energy is converted
into electricity are stored internally in the battery. Once the reactants have been
used up, the battery is either used up, primary battery, or has to be recharged,
secondary battery.

In the case of the fuel cell, the reactants are continuously feed to the fuel cell,
which will produce electrical energy as long as the reactants are provided.

1.1.1. Principles of the fuel cell
At a first glance one can easily be fooled by the apparent simplicity of the fuel cell,
but a more close look reveal a reality much more complex, than what first meets
the eye [8-13]. It simply consists of 5 building blocks; the negative electrode, called
anode, the positive electrode, called cathode, an electrolyte placed between the two
electrodes and finally the electrical connectors that connect the electrodes via an
external electrical circuit. The fundamental construction of a fuel cell can be seen
in Figure 1.

The fuel, in this case hydrogen, enters the gas compartment adjacent to the anode,
and is oxidised at the three-phase boundary between gas, electrode and electrolyte,
releasing electrodes to the anode. At the same time an oxidant, normally pure
oxygen or the oxygen in air, enters the gas compartment adjacent to the cathode,
and undergoes a reduction at the boundary between the gas, electrode and
electrolyte.
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Figure 1. The principles of a fuel cell

The three-phase boundary where the fuel cell processes take place may be seen in
Figure 2. The process steps occurring are the following: the gaseous reactant is
dissolved into the electrolyte, and diffuses to the phase boundary between the
electrode material and the electrolyte, where the electrode reaction takes place. In
order to have a high- performance electrode, the diffusion path for the reactants has
to be as short as possible from the electrolyte-gas phase boundary to the electrolyte-
electrode boundary where the reaction takes place. In order to accomplish this,
there is a need to achieve a high dispersion of gas and electrolyte in order for the
three-phase electrode to function. Extensive work has been devoted to study these
processes, resulting in several types of electrode models [14-25].

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the three-phase region needed for the elctro-
chemical reaction to take place (in this case shown for the molten
carbonate fuel cell cathode) [26].

As a result of these processes a potential difference is formed between the
electrodes, resulting in an electric current transporting the electrons released at the
anode through the external circuit, i.e. the electrical network, to the cathode.
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In order to accomplish a complete electric circuit, a charge has to be transferred
between the electrodes. This transfer is carried out by ions, e.g. H+, OH-, CO3

2- or
O2-, migrating through the electrolyte between the electrodes.

In the case of the fuel cell shown in Figure 1, a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, the
charge transfer is carried out by hydrogen ions. The net reaction for the fuel cell is
the combination of the two electrode reactions, i.e. 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O.
Since the overall reaction is equal to the combustion of hydrogen in oxygen or air,
the process that takes place in a fuel cell is sometimes referred to as “cold
combustion”.

What is the advantage of splitting up the overall reaction into two electrode
reactions instead of traditional combustion in a flame? To start with this enables us
to convert the chemical energy in the fuel directly into electricity in a single step,
without having to take the detour via thermal energy and mechanical energy into
electricity. Not only does the thermal route instinctively seem less efficient,
because of its larger number of conversion steps, but there is also a thermodynamic
dimension to take into account.

The Gibbs function (I), is a function of state, describing the change of free energy
for a process, only depending on the initial and final conditions:

∆G = ∆H - T∆S (I)

∆G is the maximum amount of work that can be recovered for practical use in a
reversible chemical reaction. Thus the theoretical efficiency for an isothermal,
isobaric and reversible process can be expressed as:

+
ST+

+
*

i
∆−== (II)

Since the quotient between ∆G and ∆H is a quotient between two functions of state,
the right hand side also is a function of state, i.e. only depending on the initial and
final conditions of the process.

The expression for the highest possible efficiency, εC, for heat engines was
formulated by Carnot, who stated that

1T
2T1T −

=Cε (III)

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures at the initial and final states involved in the
process. In practice this means that the highest possible efficiency is determined by
material and process considerations, more than by thermodynamics.

Since the fuel cell converts the chemical energy in the fuel directly to electricity, it
is not subject to the limitations of the Carnot efficiency.
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Since the maximum amount of work, ∆G, that can be carried out by a reversible
electrochemical process is produced as electrical work, it can be shown that

∆G = -nFE (IV)

where:

n = the number of electrons transferred in the electrochemical reactions

F = Faraday’s constant, the number of charges transferred per mol of reactant

E = the reversible cell potential, i.e. the voltage of the cell when it is operated in a
reversible mode

The reversible cell potential, E, is the cell potential that would be obtained at ideal
conditions, i.e. if no losses existed. All of us know, however, that the real world is
far from ideal. As a result of different non-ideal losses the voltage of a fuel cell will
depart more or less from the reversible cell potential. The different losses
encountered are normally referred to as over-potentials, η.

The different types of over-potentials, losses, are indicated in Figure 3 below. The
size of the overall loss corresponds to the vertical distance between the ideal cell
voltage (dashed line) and the cell voltage (full line).

The theoretical EMF or ideal cell voltage is the open circuit voltage, OCV, i.e. the
voltage from a fuel cell where no current is drawn, assuming that the water
produced in the electrochemical reactions is produced in a liquid form. Often, the
water is produced in the form of water vapour, and EMF and OCV will not co-
inside.

Figure 3. The different types of losses in a fuel cell

Depending on how much current that is drawn from the fuel cell, i.e. how large
load is applied, different losses, over-potentials, will be more or less significant.

The first over-potential called reaction, or activation, over-potential, is due to the
slowness in one or more of the reaction steps involved in the electrochemical
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reactions. Using catalysts, i.e. an electrocatalyst, can influence the size of this over-
potential, improving the rates of the different reaction steps.

The second type of over-potential is called resistance losses, or Ohmic losses. This
category of losses is due to the electric resistance occurring in different parts of the
fuel cell. Ohmic losses occur because of the electric resistance in the electrolyte as
well as in electrical connectors and leads. Another source of Ohmic losses is the
contact resistances between electrodes and the current collectors. As a result of the
Ohmic losses being directly related to the current according to Ω = iR, the losses
will increase with increasing current, i.e. current density.

The last type of over-potential occurring in a fuel cell is the diffusion or mass-
transfer losses. When the current increases further, the reactions taking place will
reach a too high rate compared to the rate at which reactants can be transported to
the electrodes. As a result the reactions will slow down, resulting in a diffusion
loss.

The different kind of losses, but predominantly the Ohmic losses, will result in the
production of heat, and therefore the fuel cell has to be cooled in order to keep it at
its temperature of operation.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the maximum voltage that could be produced by a fuel
cell operating at ideal conditions is about 1.2 volts, which is far from the 110-230 V
that we have in our electrical sockets. So how can we fit a fuel cell that normally
produce a voltage lower than 1.0 volt into our 110-230-volt world?
The answer to this is to connect a multitude of single fuel cells in series, so they
form piles or stacks of fuel cells. Each single fuel cell, as mentioned before,
consists of an anode and a cathode separated by the electrolyte, Figure 4.

Figure 4. Build-up of a single fuel cell unit

Stacking fuel cells on top of each other, connecting them electrically in series, a
voltage high enough to fit into our existing electricity systems is produced. This
enables tailor-made stack sizes depending on their intended application (e.g.
stationary power production, automotive propulsion [27] or as the future re-
placement for cellular-phone batteries [28].
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In addition to the high inherent efficiency of a fuel cell, it has the advantage of
being an energy converter with a "clean act", i.e. offering energy conversion
virtually free of emissions, as can be seen in Table 1. This is because the overall
oxidation reaction is divided into the two electrode reactions, thus avoiding the
formation of several of the pollutants resulting from ordinary combustion.

Table 1. Expected emission standards for the EU and the emissions from a fuel 
cell power plant

Future European rules for 50
MWth natural gas CHP plant

[29]

200 kWe Fuel
cell power
plant [9]

1.3 MWe
PAFC [30]

Gas

SO2 mg/Nm3 35 n.a.

NOx mg/Nm3 75 <10 30

CO mg/Nm3 <20 negl.

HC mg/Nm3 <15 n.a.

Dust mg/Nm3 5 negl.

1.1.2. Types of fuel cells
Fuel cells, with some variations, come in five different types as shown in Table 2,
below. The different types of fuel cells are normally named according to the
electrolyte they use for their operation. A wider range classification is sometimes
made according to the temperature at which the different fuel cells operate.

Table 2. Summary of fuel cell types

Low temperature High temperature

Type of fuel cell AFC PEMFC PAFC MCFC SOFC

Electrolyte NaOH or
KOH

Polymer H3PO4 KLiCO3 ZrO2 with
Y2O3

Temperature of operation [°C] ~80 ~80 ~200 ~650 800-1000

Preferred fuel Pure H2 Pure H2 H2 with
CO2

H2 and
CO

H2 and
CO

Electrode materials Metal or
carbon

Carbon Carbon Metal-
based

Cermets
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1.1.2.1. Alkaline fuel cell (AFC)

As seen in Table 2, above, alkaline fuel cells have an electrolyte consisting of an
aqueous solution of either sodium or potassium hydroxide. This results in the
following cell reactions:

Anode: H2 + 2OH- → 2H2O + 2e-

Cathode: ½O2 + H2O + 2e- → 2OH-

Because of the aqueous electrolyte, the temperature of operation at atmospheric
pressure is limited to below 100°C.

The low temperature of operation, however, has the advantage that it allows the use
of low-cost materials, such as teflon-bonded carbon or nickel mesh as electrodes,
and polymers in other parts constituting the fuel cell stack.

Since the oxygen reduction in an alkaline electrolyte is rather rapid, non-noble
metal catalysts can be used to promote the cathode reaction. The anode reaction is
often catalysed by carbon-bound nickel [31, 32]. The only major disadvantage of
the alkaline fuel cell is the electrolyte’s affinity to react with carbon dioxide,
according to: OH- + CO2 → HCO3

-

As a result, CO2 will contaminate the electrolyte, eventually causing carbonate
precipitation. Because of this, the reactants fed to an alkaline fuel cell must be CO2-
free. One way to circumvent, or at least decrease, this problem is by using a
circulating electrolyte. Thereby carbonate formed in the electrolyte can be
removed, and the circulating system can also be used for stack cooling as well as
water management [33].

The heat generated by the internal losses in the stack can either be cooled off by a
circulating electrolyte flow, or by cooling loops integrated into the stack.

1.1.2.2. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)

As the name of the fuel cell implies, this low-temperature fuel cell uses a proton-
conducting polymer as its electrolyte. This results in the following electrode
reactions:

Anode: H2 → 2H+ + 2e-

Cathode: ½O2 + 2H+ +2e- → H2O

As with the AFC, it is the electrolyte that sets the limit for the temperature of
operation. Not only is the electrolyte membrane unable to withstand temperatures
above 80°C, but it also requires being moist with water for its function.

Again, the low operating temperature allows for the use of low cost materials, even
though the electrolyte membrane is rather expensive [34-36]. Unfortunately, the
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electrode reactions are slower in this type of electrolytes, and noble metal catalysts
are required for the reactions to take place [8, 37, 38].

Even though the electrolyte does not show any affinity for carbon dioxide, it is
instead carbon monoxide that causes the problems. In this case it is not the
electrolyte that is the problem, but the poisoning of the catalyst by CO.
Sometimes also the water management, i.e. the removal of produced water while
maintaining the membrane moist, can be a problem. In this kind of fuel cell the
cooling of the stack is accomplished by cooling loops integrated into the stack.

1.1.2.3. Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC)

This type of fuel cell, that has almost reached commercial level, utilises a high-
concentration phosphoric acid (H3PO4) immobilised in silicon carbide (SiC) as the
electrolyte. The high concentration of the electrolyte has been chosen to enable
operating temperatures of 200°C. The higher operating temperature is desirable in
order to improve the performance of the fuel cell.

The electrodes consist of teflon-bonded carbon, and noble metal catalysts assist in
promoting the electrode reactions:

Anode: H2 → 2H+ + 2e-

Cathode: ½O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O

Similarly as for the PEM, the use of noble-metal catalysts [8, 39] makes the PAFC
sensitive towards CO-poisoning.

Yet again the cooling of the stack is achieved by integrated cooling loops.

The development of the PAFC technology is carried out by ONSI Corporation in
the USA, and Fuji Electric, Toshiba and Mitsubishi Electric in Japan [8].

1.1.2.4. Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)

This type of fuel cell is often categorised as a high-temperature fuel cell, because of
its operating temperature of about 600-700°C. The high temperature is required in
order to keep the electrolyte, consisting of either melted lithium-potassium
carbonate (LiKCO3) or lithium-sodium carbonate (LiNaCO3) supported by a
lithium aluminate (LiAlO2) matrix. If the melt were to solidify, it would no longer
be able to take part in the electrode reactions:

Anode: H2 + CO3
2- → H2O + CO2 + 2e-

CO + CO3
2- → 2CO2 + 2e-

Cathode: ½O2 + CO2 + 2e- → CO3
2-

In order to keep the cathode reaction going, not only oxygen, but carbon dioxide as
well has to be supplied to the cathode. At the same time carbon dioxide is formed at
the anode. Therefore it is often attempted to somehow transfer the carbon dioxide
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formed at the anode back to the cathode inlet, thus achieving an internal supply of
carbon dioxide to the cathode.

As further can be seen, it is no longer only hydrogen that can be oxidised at the
anode, but carbon monoxide as well. The electrochemical conversion of carbon
monoxide is relatively slow, compared to the water-gas shift reaction below, and
the major part of the carbon monoxide conversion is believed to take the indirect
route via the conversion into hydrogen and carbon dioxide [40]:

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2

An advantage of the higher operating temperature is the fact that catalysts are no
longer required to promote the electrode reactions. It is instead the electrode
materials themselves that act as catalysts. At the anode it is porous nickel, and at
the cathode a porous nickel oxide. Another advantage with the high temperature is
the possibility to decompose methane into hydrogen and carbon monoxide via the
steam-reforming reaction:

CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2

Since the reaction is strongly endothermic, i.e. requires heat, it will contribute to
the cooling of the stack. The disadvantage is, however, that a reaction-specific
catalyst has to be introduced within the stack. In most cases the cooling by the
steam-reforming reaction is far from enough to accomplish the necessary stack
cooling, and additional cooling has to be accomplished by passing excess
air/oxygen through the cathode side of the individual fuel cells.

Even if the high temperature has its benefits, it also has its cost. This comes in
issues of corrosion and electrode stability [33, 41]. Metal parts used in the
construction of the stacks are often subject to severe carbonate-induced corrosion
and dissolution of the NiO anode is also another lifetime-limiting factor.

The development and commercialisation of the MCFC technology is led by Fuel
Cell Energy Inc. in the USA, Brandstofcel Nederland, MTU Friedrichshafen and
Ansaldo in Europe and Hitachi, Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries, Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation and Toshiba Corporation in Japan [8].
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1.1.2.5. Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)

In this kind of fuel cell, the electrolyte is no longer a liquid or a melt, but a solid
oxide, yttria-stabilised zirconium oxide (ZrO2 + Y2O3, 18 mol-% Y). This material
has the ability to transport oxygen ions, O2-, through its lattice if kept in a
temperature interval of 800-1000°C. The resulting electrode reactions are:

Anode: H2 + O2- → H2O + 2e-

CO + O2- → CO2 + 2e-

Cathode: ½O2 + 2e- → O2-

The anode, consisting of a nickel-zirconia oxide cermet (Ni and a Y2O3 stabilised
ZrO2 skeleton) has the ability to catalyse the anode reactions itself, and so has the
strontium-doped lanthanum manganite-based (La1-xSrxMnO3, x=0.1-0.15) cathode
for the cathode reaction.

Because of the high operating temperature, steam reforming of methane is now
feasible without the addition of an additional catalyst. The cooling effect of the
reaction is, however, not enough, and yet again additional air/oxygen has to be
passed through the cathodes.

The high operating temperature results not only in advantages. The high
temperatures require a close matching of the thermal expansion of the materials
used, or otherwise thermal stress will be fateful for the mechanical stability of the
SOFC stack.

A new trend regarding SOFC is the intermediate temperature SOFC (IT-SOFC)
where the adoption of new materials enables the operating temperature to be
decreased to about ~600-700 ºC. This decrease in operating temperature is hoped to
allow the use of less costly materials, thus improving the economics of the fuel
cells. The reduced temperature is, however, not only an improvement. As a result
of the lower operating temperature, an external steam reformer may be necessary to
avoid carbon deposition in the fuel cell [42], and to enable the utilisation of CH4 as
a fuel [43].

Different designs of SOFC are developed by Siemens-Westinghouse Corporation,
Allied Signal, SOFCo and Ztek in the USA, Sulzer Hexis, ECN and Rolls Royce in
Europe as well as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Murata Manufacturing in   
Japan [8].

1.1.3. A summary of fuel cell history
The credit for the initial discovery of the fuel cell effect goes to a British barrister
by the name of William Grove. It was in February 1839 that he reported his now
famous experiment of immersing two platinum foil electrodes into acidulated
water, the upper half of the electrodes being covered by two glass tubes, one filled
with oxygen the other with hydrogen, observing the production of an electric
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current [44]. When reporting his discovery, he referred to it as a gaseous voltaic
battery.

Intrigued by the fuel cell effect he continued his investigation, and in 1842 he
published an experiment, where four pairs of glass tubes containing electrodes of
platinised platinum foil were immersed into a dilute solution of sulphuric acid, the
upper half of the electrodes again covered with tubes containing hydrogen and
oxygen, according to Figure 5 [45].

During his experiment, the following was observed:

"A shock was given which could be felt by five persons joining
hands, and which when taken by a single person was painful."

Another observation during the experiment was that the power of the four-cell unit
was high enough to accomplish decomposition of potassium iodide and
hydrochloric acid. If 26 such cells were combined water decomposition, hydrolysis,
was accomplished.

Figure 5. Grove’s experiment of 1842 with four series-connected hydrogen-
oxygen cells [45]

As with many great inventors, their genius is not recognised in their own era, and
accordingly, at the time Grove was more known to the general public for the voltaic
battery consisting of platinum and zinc electrodes, which was named after him. The
zinc electrodes were immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, and the platinum electrodes
immersed in a nitro-sulphuric acid, the two electrolytes separated by a porous
diaphragm [46]. Even today, William Grove is more known to the general public as
the inventor of the Grove battery, rather than for the discovery of the fuel cell [47].

Not only did Grove discover the fuel cell effect, and build the first fuel cell as seen
in Figure 5. In the mid 1840s he also established that different non-conducting
solids and hydrocarbons might be fed to the anode of a fuel cell, thus producing
electricity [48].

During the first fifty years, several experiments were carried out using fuel cells,
but none of these had any real practical importance [49]. It was not until in August
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of 1888, that the British industrialists Mond and Langer filed two patents in which
they described what can be considered to be one of the first cases of combining
planar fuel cells into a stack. Furthermore, they suggested that the electrolyte
should be immobilised in a matrix consisting of leather, asbestos or plaster of Paris
[49-51]. They had realised the importance of the three-phase contact between the
solid electrodes, the gaseous reactant and the electrolyte. The idea with an
immobilised electrolyte was then, like today, to stop the electrolyte from flooding
the electrode. In their patent, they also envisioned the possibility to use the gas
battery, fuel cell, as a means for producing electricity by using air and the
hydrogenic gases produced by the reaction between steam and anthracite or iron.
Another important aspect mentioned by them was the use of excess air fed to the
cathode in order to cool the fuel cell.

At about the same time as Mond and Langer filed their patents, Paul Scharf filed a
patent in Vienna, which may very well contain the first illustration of a fuel cell
stack, Figure 6 [52]. In the same patent the use of carbon as material for the
electrodes is suggested.

Figure 6. Probably one of the first illustrations of a fuel cell stack [52]

One cannot be sure, but maybe it was the patents of both Mond & Langer and
Scharf, that were the reason for the famous electrochemist Wilhelm Ostwald to say
the following at a speech before the Bunsengesellschaft in 1894 [53, 54]:

“Kein Rauch, kein Russ, Kein Dampfkessel, keine Dampf-
maschine, ja kein Feuer mehr, denn Feuer wird man nur noch
für die wenigen Prozesse brauchen, die man auf elektrischem
Wege nicht bewältigen kann, und deren werden täglich weniger
werden.”

His excitement is well understood as the efficiency of a steam engine was about
10% [54].

Maybe it was Grove’s discovery in the mid 1840s that led to several attempts to
construct fuel cells directly utilising coal or carbon at the anode. This we will
probably never know, but what is known is that at the time of Ostwald's statement
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several attempts were made to directly convert the intrinsic chemical energy of coal
or carbon into electricity, by using the fuel as the anode. Another even more
probable reason could have been the insight that if carbon could be directly
converted into carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide via an electrochemical route, the
thermodynamic efficiency of the reactions at standard conditions would be 124.2%
and 100.2%, respectively [9]. One of these attempts was made by Jacques in 1896.
He suggested that a carbon block should be immersed into a caustic electrolyte and
air distributed into the solution beneath the block. The iron pot holding the
electrolyte formed the cathode. A carbon-fired furnace kept the cell at 400-500 °C
[55]. In 1904 it was shown by Haber and Bruner [56, 57], that in order for the
oxygen electrode to function, manganate ions had to be present in the electrolyte.
Furthermore, Haber and Bruner showed that the carbon electrode reacted with the
electrolyte, resulting in the formation of hydrogen. Thus Jacques’ fuel cell was in
fact a manganate/hydrogen fuel cell rather than a carbon/oxygen fuel cell.

In Switzerland the first forty years of the 20th century were a golden era for fuel
cell research. This is can be attributed to one man, Emil Baur, whose influence on
developing the fuel cell studies from scattered efforts of a few researchers into a
well established science cannot be overestimated. Baur and co-workers carried out
numerous experiments and studies ranging from room-temperature fuel cells with
alkaline electrolytes, all the way up to high-temperature fuel cells with salt melt
electrolytes or solid oxides [58-69].

They replicated the experiments of Jacques, and also showed that a carbon
electrode in concentrated sulphuric acid was in fact functioning as a hydrogen
electrode. Similarly they were able to show the necessity to feed CO2 to the cathode
of a fuel cell with a molten carbonate electrolyte in order to accomplish a
functioning fuel cell [60]. They also worked with what can be considered the
predecessor of the hydrophobic carbon diffusion electrode in alkaline electro-
lyte [64].

Somewhat overlapping with the time frame during which Baur was active, was
another developer of the forerunners of today’s molten carbonate fuel cells. His
name was Herbert H. Greger, and he filed four patents [70-73], during an eight-
year period. All of them were concerned with molten carbonate fuel cells.

A standstill in fuel cell development was of course brought about by World War II,
when other concerns than fuel cells were more important. That is probably the
reason why an extensive patent that was filed by Ross Gunn and Wayne C. Hall in
1938 was not issued until 1945 [74].

Not all fuel cell activities ceased, even though activities were scarce. In Great
Britain, work regarding alkaline fuel cells was initiated by F. T. Bacon [75]. His
activities would later on lead to the alkaline fuel cells that were used to provide the
electricity needed in the Apollo space program during the 1960s [75]. In general it
can be considered that the late 1950s and the 1960s were yet another golden era of
fuel cell development, with numerous patents issued [31, 76, 77].
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It was also during these golden years that the pioneering work on MCFC [78-83],
SOFC [80, 84], and PEMFC [85-87] was carried out.

The last of the fuel cell types to enter the development field was the PAFC which
emerged on the fuel cell scene in the late 1960s [31, 39]. A key factor was the so-
called TARGET (team to advance research for gas energy transformation) program
in the United States, which also led to similar development efforts by companies
and research institutes elsewhere. In a way the PAFC can be considered to stem
back to the sulphuric acid electrolyte fuel cells investigated by Baur and his group
[68], but now replacing the sulphuric acid with phosphoric acid, which will not
react with the fuel. The development efforts in the United States led to the
construction of a 4.8 MW fuel cell demonstration unit that was to be placed on
Manhattan [88]. Unfortunately vital parts of the unit were damaged during the
testing and permits acquisition phase of the project [89, 90], and therefore the plant
was never operated as a fuel cell power plant [9].

The result of this mishap, together with the recession in economy caused by the
first oil crisis was that the fuel cell-related activities dropped considerably. A
revitalisation appeared during the 1990s. During the slow years the development
focused on material issues and fundamentals. These activities are still ongoing.

The activities on materials focused on the development of less expensive, and more
durable materials, thus aiming for a decrease in investment cost, together with an
increase in lifetime [91-104].

In order to construct more durable and efficient fuel cells, knowledge of the
fundamentals and theories concerning the processes taking place in the fuel cell are
vital. With this in mind, much work has been devoted to increase the knowledge
concerning electrode mechanisms and kinetics [91, 105-111] as well as the
development of electrode models based on these studies. Some of the fuel cell
electrode models resulting from this work are the agglomerate model [15, 21, 22],
the film model [24, 112, 113] and the thin-film agglomerate model [14, 16-18, 22,
23] as well as the heterogeneous agglomerate model [25] and more macroscopic
models [20]. The same model may not necessarily be applicable to both electrodes
in a fuel cell, each electrode may require its own model [22]. These models can
then be used in the design of more efficient fuel cell electrodes [19].

1.1.4. Fuel Cells Today and Tomorrow

1.1.4.1. Stationary power production

After the failure of the demonstration plant intended for Manhattan [9, 88], public
belief in fuel cells was damaged and new commercialisation efforts were not
initiated until the late 1980s, early 1990s.

At that time, the PAFC was again confided the task of commercialising fuel cells.
The forerunner in this was to be the joint venture between United Technologies
Corporations and Toshiba called International Fuel Cells (IFC) [114]. Later on
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Toshiba and IFC founded another joint venture called ONSI, this time to market
PAFC units with a capacity below 1000 kW [114].

These efforts have led to the construction and operation of 1 MW, 5 MW and
11 MW size demonstration units in Japan [115-117]. In paralell with these larger
systems, also smaller units of 50-200 kW have been developed and manufactured
by Mitsubishi, Fuji and Sanyo [118].

In the USA and Europe the main focus has been on smaller, 200 kW, systems
fuelled by natural gas [27, 115-117, 119]. In parallel with the demonstration efforts,
a continuous development work focusing on the reduction of cost, size and weight
has been carried out [120].

As a result, the cumulative operating time of ONSI fuel cells has reached a level
exceeding 4 000 000 hrs [121], with one unit being in operation for more than
36 000 hrs [122].

In parallel the development of high temperature fuel cells has also continued,
resulting in the construction of several demonstration units in different parts of the
world.

Concerning MCFC technology, the largest demonstration unit with about 2 MW
capacity was constructed by Energy Research Corporation (now Fuel Cell Energy,
Inc.) and placed in Santa Clara, California [123-127]. The 2.8 MW size of this
externally manifolded unit is the size that Fuel Cell Energy, Inc. (FCE) intends to
be the size of their commercial units [128]. As a result of these efforts FCE has
built a 5 MW-per year MCFC manufacturing plant in Danbury, Connecticut [129].
In addition to their work on natural gas-fuelled MCFCs, FCE has also been
involved in field tests using gasified coal as the primary source of energy [130].

At the same time, M-C Power, a spin-off from the Institute of Gas Technology in
Chicago, has also been working on developing and commercialising an internally
manifolded MCFC unit. This led to the construction of a 250 kW, natural gas-fired,
MCFC unit that was placed at Miramar Naval Base in San Diego [131, 132]. This
is claimed to be a forerunner to their commercial units. As a result of the
development work, a 4 MW-per year manufacturing facility has been built outside
Chicago [129].

In Japan Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi Electric Company (MELCO), Ishikawajima-
Harima Heavy Industries (IHI) and Sanyo have been the major developers of the
MCFC technology [129]. In Japan, the size of the MCFC units is expected to be in
the range of 20-500 MW, using both natural gas and gasified coal [118, 133] as
fuel.

One result of the Japanese effort is the development and construction of a 1 MW
demontration unit [118, 134]. The four 250 kW fuel cell stacks are manufactured in
pairs by IHI and Hitachi, where the prior ones have a co-flow configuration and the
latter show cross-flow configuration [134].
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In Europe, several companies and research facilities, such as, Ansaldo [135], ECN
[136-138] and MTU-Friedrichshafen [139-141] are, or have been, developing the
MCFC technology.

Ansaldo is pursuing the development of the MCFC technology together with
ENEL, the Italian Electric Power Authority [142-145], as well as within projects
financed by the EU [143, 146-148]. In addition to this Ansaldo is the European
licensee of ONSI’s PAFC technology [149].

ECN in The Netherlands used to have a quite ambitious MCFC development effort,
but this has now been discontinued.

The MTU-Friedrichshafen effort has been focusing on the so called Hot Module
concept, which is a 270 kW natural gas-fuelled unit. Some of their technology is
licensed from FCE.

The other type of high-temperature fuel cells, SOFC, has also undergone ambitious
development efforts. The largest developer/manufacturer is without a doubt
Siemens-Westinghouse (formerly Westinghouse), that is working on the
commercialisation of the tubular cell design [150, 151].

From the very beginning, PEMFCs were mostly considered for tractionary
applications [151, 152], but are now largely considered for stationary applications
[153-156] using natural gas as fuel.

1.1.4.2. Mobile applications

The primary fuel cell for mobile applications, such as buses and automobiles, is the
PEMFC [152, 157-160], or the PAFC [160, 161].

Buses equiped with PEMFCs have been field-tested in both Vancouver and
Chicago. Additional demonstrations are planned within the CUTE (Clean Urban
Transport for Europe) project financed by the European Union [162]. Within the
project fuel cell buses will be field tested in Stockholm, London, Barcelona,
Amsterdam, Milan, Luxembourg, Stuttgart, Hamburg and Porto.

Appart from PEMFCs and PAFCs, small scale efforts are carried out to use AFC in
tractionary applications [163-165].

A very promising and interesting niche suggested for direct methanol PEMFCs is
the possibility to replace the traditional battery of a cellular phone with a direct
methanol PEMFC [28, 166].
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1.1.4.3. Future

One of the more difficult, if not hopeless attempts that can be ventured upon is to
attempt to predict the future. One can easily end up drawing conclusions such as
”I think there’s a world market for about five computers”, once stated by Thomas
Watson, founder of IBM.

Still, I will attempt to predict the future of fuel cells, as I strongly believe that they
have a future in the world of tomorrow.

A kind of fuel cell system that shows great potential is the hybrid combination of
high-temperature fuel cells and turbines, especially micro-turbines [167-169],
showing predicted electrical efficiencies of over 70%.

Another trend in fuel cell systems would be the development of sustainable,
biomass gasification-based fuel cell power plants. This would be a specific niche
application for countries without sources of fossil fuels. To some extent this kind of
systems has been studied [170-178], but further investigations and operational tests
are necessary.

The ongoing deterioration of urban air will lead to a boom in fuel cell-powered
vehicles based on AFC and PEMFC technology.

As the use of solar and wind energy increases, the use of hydrogen production
through water electrolysis combined with PEMFCs and AFCs will be the method
for storing the energy from windy and sunny days for use during the dark parts of
the year.

Do not quench your inspiration and your
imagination; do not become the slave of your model.

Vincent van Gogh

1.2. An introduction to flowsheeting
Chemical flowsheeting is sometimes also referred to as chemical process design or
chemical process simulation [179]. These are different names of the process
involving the establishing of the material and energy flows within a chemical
process system [180]. The objective of chemical process simulation is to create a
mathematical model with the aim to obtain information about a plant’s response to
a number of varying inputs [181].

This should not be mixed with the process synthesis process, which deals with the
establishment of the layout of the process itself. Several attempts have been made
to construct process synthesis algorithms and software [182-189], but in the present
work an intuitive, heuristic approach has been used.
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1.2.1. Different types of computer flowsheeting techniques
Different approaches to the task of flowsheeting exist, depending on how the
material and heat flows in the flowsheet are solved. There are four basic
approaches, these are the sequential modular approach, the simultaneous modular,
the equation-based approach and dynamic modelling. Independently of the type of
flowsheeting software considered, most of them have common features. These
include a databank that contains physical properties and thermodynamic data for
numerous chemical compounds. They also contain predefined equations-of-state, to
be used during the calculations and finally, numerical algorithms used in the
flowsheeting calculations.

Since the work presented in this thesis has been performed using the Aspen PlusTM

software, which adopts the sequential modular approach, this will be given a more
detailed presentation, and the other methods will be described briefly for
completeness.

1.2.1.1. The sequential modular approach

The first attempts to use computers for the calculations of a chemical process were
made in the second part of the 1950s [190]. At this time computer capacity was
limited, and the models were often limited to describe only one key-unit of an
overall process system [191, 192].

Not only did these early attempts require deep engineering skills of the person
developing them, but also a profound insight both into programming as well as
numerical methods. The drawback was that the use of the program was often
limited to the constructor.

As a result of these stand-alone models, the construction of more complete
simulation models required the chemical engineer to act as the link, providing
information transfer between the individual models.

As the capacity of the computers grew, activities were initiated in the late 1950s –
early 1960s to combine the stand-alone models into more complete process models
[192, 193].

In order not to waste the efforts put into the development of the stand-alone
models, the route often selected was to provide data linkage between the individual
models, thus resulting in a modular simulation model [181]. As a result of the
desire to utilise the original stand-alone models, the first generation of process
simulation software was often process or plant specific [194].

As the development progressed, it stood clear that general programs, not restricted
to a specific process or plant were desirable. As a result, several simulation
programs emerged during the late 1970s [192, 195, 196].

Based on the way these programs solve the material and energy balances for the
process studied, they have come to be called sequential modular software.
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The sequential modular approach means that the model blocks, modules, used to
describe the process to be studied, are solved in a sequence from inlet stream to
outlet stream, one module at a time.

Numerically this is equivalent to solving a system of non-linear equations [181]. If,
however, recycle loops are present the simulation problem will change into a non-
linear boundary value problem for a mixed set of differential and difference
equations [197]. In that case it is necessary to decompose the system, i.e. introduce
tear streams, in order to solve the problem.

A consequence of using the modular approach is that there may be problems with
convergence, i.e. finding a solution, when multiple recycle loops or optimisation
problems are to be solved. These problems can, however, be limited by the
introduction of new numerical methods such as Successive Quadratic Programming
(SQP) [198].

The possible drawback of using sequential modular simulation software is that it is
not able to handle other systems than those operating at steady state.

1.2.1.2. The simultaneous modular approach

To a certain extent, the simultaneous modular approach resembles the sequential
modular approach, but there are differences. Similarly to the sequential modular
approach, the unit modules are calculated sequentially for the given inputs, thus
generating outputs based on the inputs and equipment parameter values. The main
difference is that for each module an additional module is written, that
approximates each output value by a linear combination of all input values [181].
The advantage of using this approach is evident when simulating systems with
multiple recycle streams [181]. The use of this approach was already suggested the
first time in 1962 [199], but to some extent it has been avoided because of the often
strong non-linearity of most chemical processes, for which linearisation could be
troublesome.

1.2.1.3. The equation-based approach

In this approach, all the non-linear equations describing a process are set up into a
system and are solved simultaneously [179, 200, 201]. This approach is well
equipped to handle both design calculations and recycle loops [181].

A major drawback of the approach, which has come to limit its use, is the necessity
of formulating the equations for each new problem, and novel process unit develop-
ment is often restricted to experts [202]. Furthermore, good initial guesses are
required in order to achieve convergence [196, 201].

1.2.1.4. The dynamic approach

Dynamic simulation is the way a process is treated if the problem at hand is to find
out how the characteristics of the process will change over time [203]. However,
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for time- dependent events, such as start-up and shut down, as well as the design of
process control systems, the dynamic behaviour of the process has to be known
[181, 203]. In the case of chemical reactors, such things as multiple steady states
can be investigated [197]. Another important feature of the dynamic models is that
they can be used as the backbone for operator-training systems.

From a mathematical point of view, the non-linear equations of the steady-state
simulation have now been transferred into a system of partial differential equations
[197]. The only major problem with the dynamic approach might be that a more
detailed knowledge of the studied process is required. Factors such as equipment
size, desired hold-ups as well as process control schemes have to be known in order
to build a simulation model. As a result, the construction of a useful dynamic
simulation model will take about twice as much time as the construction of a
steady-state model [203].
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Research is what I’m doing
when I don’t know what I’m doing.

Wernher von Braun

1.3. Objective of the thesis
The objective of the work presented in this thesis is to increase the understanding
and knowledge of fuel cell systems and their behaviour, and at the same time to
develop the methodology of fuel cell system simulation.

In order to do so, it is not only important to study the behaviour of the fuel cell
itself, but just as important is the interaction between the fuel cell and its
surrounding system, balance of plant (BOP).

In addition to gaining knowledge of the interactions between the fuel cell and the
BOP, system calculations will also provide system data that may be used as a basis
for development of fuel cell electrodes and other equipment. For example, gas
compositions for the gas streams entering and leaving the fuel cell stacks can be
used as a basis for fuel cell electrode optimisation, instead of using theory-based
gas compositions.

So far, the motivation for this work has been purely technological, but there is,
however, an economical dimension. When considering that the estimated
investment cost of the Santa Clara MCFC demonstration unit was US$ 46 million
in 1996 currency [114], it is easily understood what impact the failure of such a
project would have on the development and introduction of fuel cells.

Therefore the system analysis of fuel cell systems prior to construction, providing a
basis for economic estimations, is just as important as the ability to perform the
technical study itself.
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Art and science have their
meeting point in method.

Edward Bulwer-Lytton

2. Methodology

In all of the presented work system studies were made using the Aspen
Technology, Inc state-of-the-art simulation software AspenPlusTM. An academic
licence covered the first three studies, whereas the last study was carried out using
a commercial version of the software.

In the first paper, an early, non-graphical version of the software was used. Because
of this the complete flowsheet system with unit models had to be defined in an
input file using the AspenPlusTM Input Language. The software translates the input
file into a problem-oriented language (POL) file, which can be used by the
simulator. During the creation of the POL file, the executive body of the software
establishes linking between the different subroutines in which the unit models are
stored. This means that only the specific models needed for a particular simulation
have to be incorporated into the simulation model.

Defined together with the unit models to be used is the numerical method to be
used for convergence, as well as the equations of state that are utilised in the
calculation of thermodynamic and physical properties.

In the three other papers, the AspenPlusTM graphical user interface was used to
assist in the creation of the input files. This tool provides a means to set up the
flowsheet by predefined icons using a cut-and-paste technique. Additional inputs
are provided via an expert system, which assists in the data entry, as well as makes
sure that the problem does not get under or over-specified.

The default convergence method employed by AspenPlusTM for recirculation
stream convergence is the well-known Wegstein method [204], which is a
modification of the Secant-method.

Similarly, the default convergence method used by AspenPlusTM for convergence
of design specifications is the traditional secant method.

In most of the studies presented in this thesis, however, the built-in convergence
method according to Broyden [205] is used for convergence. This method has the
advantage of being able to supply simultaneous convergence of both streams and
design specifications.

In the few cases that involve optimisation calculations, e.g. to maximise the power
output of the fuel cell system, the SQP (Sequential Quadratic Programming) [206]
method was used to converge the optimisation calculations together with supplied
constraints.
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This is not the end.
It is not even the beginning of the end.
But it is the end of the beginning.

Winston Churchill

3. Paper I: AspenPlusTM studies of AFC power plants

This paper is concerned with a systems study of a 600 MWe natural gas-fired
alkaline fuel cell power plant.

At the time the study was performed, centralised fuel cell power stations were still
considered, even though the trend now is towards smaller decentralised
powerplants.

The study comprises two systems, differing in the way the pre-fuel cell fuel-gas
cleanup is performed. The first case relies on pressure swing adsorption for the
removal of carbon oxides prior to the fuel cells. The second case is a more
traditional system, involving a hot carbonate carbon dioxide removal (i.e. the
HiPure Benfield process by UOP). This process renders a gas with about 50 ppmv
carbon dioxide. Therefore it has to be combined with a traditional methanation step
to lower the carbon dioxide content to a 5 ppmv level.

In both cases the removal of carbon dioxide from the air fed to the fuel cell
cathodes is accomplished by caustic scrubbing, at the same time providing air
humidification.

The power plants are to serve in a co-generation mode, where the fuel cells would
produce electrical power, and the low-grade heat used to pre-heat the cold return of
a district heating power plant.

3.1. Fuel cell model used
The fuel cell model developed for the study was a predecessor of the so-called
KTH model [207, 208], which is a one-point model, using Faraday’s Law to
calculate the power production of the fuel cell stack according to:

stackFEanodeNfuelUnyDCelP
•

∑= 






,

where

Pel,DC = electrical power produced by the fuel cell stacks [W]

y = mole fraction of hydrogen in the anode gas

n = number of electrons transferred during the electrochemical conversion of
hydrogen into water
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Ufuel = average fuel utilisation

=
•
N  gas flow to the anode [kmol/s]

F = Faraday’s constant [As/kmol]

Estack = average cell voltage [V]

The advantage of the model is that it is easy to implement in AspenPlusTM by a few
lines of in-line Fortran. It also does not prolong the calculation time needed to
simulate the system, something that could be the result of a more complex model.
The major drawback of the model is that it does not account for the influence of gas
compositions or the overall pressure of the system.

3.2. Results
The study consisted of two parts. The energy and material balances of the two
systems were first studied, thus establishing the efficiencies of the system. The
second part of the study was an economic evaluation of the two gas cleanup
options.

3.2.1. Energy and material balance calculations
Table 3 shows a summary of the overall energy balance for the two systems

As can be clearly seen from Table 3, the option utilising pressure swing adsorption
(PSA) for hydrogen purification is the more favourable one. The reason for this is
mainly the higher heat demand of the HiPure Benfield option, for which large
amounts of heat are required for the regeneration of the working solution of the
carbon dioxide removal step.

Table 3. A summary of the energy balance for the two options

PSA purification HiPure Benfield
purification

Net electricity produced AC

Fuel cells
Steam turbine
Expansion 
turbine

674 MW

600 MW
73 MW

20 MW

575 MW

600 MW

District heat 694 MW 352 MW

Electrical efficiency (LHV) 49% 47%

Total efficiency 85% 75%
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3.2.2. Estimation of investment costs
The investment costs of the two options were estimated using standard evaluation
methods such as the Lang factor method, Miller’s Main Plant Item approach, as
well as the Module Cost Estimation method according to Guthrie. The results of the
economic evaluation are summarised in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Investment cost excluding fuel cell stacks [Million US dollars]*

Estimation method PSA purification HiPure Benfield
purification

Guthrie

Miller

Lang

603

689

823

451

470

570

Mean excl. Lang 646 460

* calculated in 1992 cost level.

All the figures in Table 4 include 10% contingency and 1% working capital. When
the mean investment cost is calculated the Lang factor method is omitted, as it is
generally considered less accurate than the two other methods.

Based on the economic estimates, the cost of electricity could be calculated. A
summary of the cost of electricity, COE, of the present study and of similar studies
is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of the economic study, compared to similar studies

Type of

estimate

Error

+/- %

Size

MWe

Feature Fixed

capital

exkl.

stacks

$/kW*

Capital

recov.

rate

%/yr

Electric

efficiency

%

(LHV)

Gas

cost

$/GJ

Stack

life

hrs

Time of

oper.

hrs/yr

AFC

replacm

cost

mills/kWh

Total

COE

mills/kWh

Ref.

Prelim. 15-25 675 AC PSA 1077 14.7 49 5.0 6000 6000 18 95 P

Prelim. 15-25 575 AC Benfield 737 14.7 47 5.0 6000 6000 21 87 P

Study 25-40 163 AC Selexol 630ϕ 30.7 50 2.5 10000 8000 10 70 [209]

Order of

magn.

40-50 2500 DC PSA 485γ 25.0 66 (DC) 5.6 30000 8000 5 44(DC) [210]

Study 25-40 600 AC Selexol 560**ψ 12.8 56 3.6 12000 6000 11 55 [7]

* nominal $ for the year of estimation, ** stack cost included, P = present study

ϕ = 1992, γ = 1989, ψ = 1990
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As can be seen in Table 5, the study presented here was in the same "ballpark" as
the other studies. It can also be seen that factors that have large impact on COE are
the lifetime and the replacement cost of the AFC stacks. The shorter the life-time,
the higher the COE.

The lowest COE is established for a direct current system, which is not at all
surprising considering that costly inverters can be omitted.

When comparing the results of the present study, it can be seen in Table 4 that the
HiPure Benfield option gives the lowest investment cost, and consequently the
lowest COE. Even though the investment cost for the PSA option is 40 % higher,
the COE is only 9 % higher for this option. This is because the higher efficiency of
the PSA option.

3.3. Conclusions
From the presented results it can be concluded that if the lifetime estimates
presented are valid, AFC fuel cells could be a competitive method for electricity
production. This result is also supported by other studies [7, 209-211]. A decisive
factor for the cost of electricity is the lifetime of the AFC stacks, as well as the
number of hours per year they are operated.
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Discovery consists in seeing what
everyone else has seen and thinking
what no one else has thought.

Albert Szent-Gyorgi

4. Paper II: Benchmarking of chemical flowsheeting software 
in fuel cell applications

This paper is concerned with a comparative study carried out in co-operation with
The Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN), and Vattenfall Energisystem
AB.

The objective of the study was to compare the outcome of system calculations for
an identical MCFC system while using three different simulation packages.

If the merits of different flowsheet layouts or even completely different systems are
to be compared, it is of utmost importance that the possible differences in results
that are observed really are attributed to the differences between the systems
themselves, rather than to some inherent differences between the process
simulators.

In order to investigate the influence of the simulation packages, a reference system
was established, and all input variables were kept identical. The three simulators
used were AspenPlusTM, Design-IITM and SpenceTM.

4.1. The system studied
The system selected as the basis for the comparison was a 250 kWe, externally
reformed natural gas-fired MCFC system. The graphical layout of the system can
be found in Figure 1 of Paper II.

The main components of the system were the external steam reformer for
conversion of the natural gas into a hydrogen-rich gas, the fuel cell section, and the
connection to a district heating networks.

4.2. Results
When studying and comparing the results generated during the simulations carried
out with different software packages, it soon became evident that the results were
far from identical. The origins of the deviations were found to be located in the
external steam reformer, more specifically the catalytic steam-reforming reaction of
methane. As a result of the interconnected system that a fuel cell system represents,
the deviation would spread downstream from the reformer resulting in additional
deviations elsewhere.

When calculating the catalytic steam reforming equilibrium, a technique known as
temperature approach to equilibrium, TApp, was used. This is a way to take into
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account the fact that the normal residence time in the reformer reactor is not long
enough for the methane steam-reforming reaction to reach equilibrium. Instead of
including catalyst-specific kinetic equations, the temperature approach to
equilibrium is used.

This means that the reaction equilibrium constant is calculated at a temperature that
is lower than the actual reactor temperature. The difference between the actual
reactor temperature and the temperature at which the equilibrium is calculated is
TApp. In all three calculations the same value for TApp was used, being –15 K.

As it was found that the differences were originating from the steam reformer unit,
the focus was turned to the steam reforming reaction. It was found that the
calculations carried out with SpenceTM were performed with a different set of
equations of state than the other two studies; the SpenceTM results were therefore
omitted from the comparison.

Since the equilibrium calculations in the study were performed with a method
involving the minimisation of Gibbs’ free energy, it is likely that the variation of
equilibrium composition may be attributed to differences in either enthalpy or
entropy values, considering the relation between Gibbs’ free energy, enthalpy and
entropy expressed by the relation: * = + –7 6.

With this at hand, the obvious choice was to investigate how an alteration of the
TApp value would influence the methane conversion.

A comparison between the data obtained by Design-IITM and Aspen PlusTM showed
that if the TApp value used in Aspen PlusTM was altered by 2.54 ºC, i.e. from -15 ºC
to -12.46 ºC, almost identical results were obtained when comparing the
Design-IITM and Aspen PlusTM gas component flows.

As a further investigation to find out whether the deviations could have their origin
in differences in the thermodynamical data, the heat consumption of the reformer
model in Design-IITM and Aspen PlusTM were compared at the same methane
conversion. This means that the TApp used in Aspen PlusTM was again adjusted from
-15 ºC to -12.46 ºC. If there would still be a deviation in the heat needed to run the
reactions, it could be taken as an indication of differences in the thermodynamical
data.

When running the simulation, an almost negligible difference in heat consumption
of the reformer was observed, thus giving no indication of whether the basis for
differences is caused by different thermodynamical data or not.

As a further investigation, the enthalpy and entropy of the streams leaving the
reformer were compared, and it was found that whereas the enthalpy values differ
by 1.8%, the entropy values associated with the streams exiting the reformer differ
by almost 5.9%. This indicates that the difference in equilibrium composition is
indeed caused by a difference in the entropy values stored within the physical
property databanks of the different software.
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4.3. Conclusions
It was found that the deviations in simulation results had their origin located to the
physical properties databank.

The physical property found to cause this deviation was the entropy of the methane
steam-reforming reaction. This results in differences in stream compositions
throughout the observed system, it is also most probably the cause of deviations
observed in the power demands and productions of rotating equipment such as
compressors and expanders.

An obvious conclusion is that when evaluating system configurations, it is of vital
importance to make sure that observed differences are really related to the system
layout, and not to differences in physical properties used.
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All science is concerned with the relationship of cause and effect.
Each scientific discovery increases man’s ability to predict the
consequences of his actions and thus his ability to control future
events.

Laurence J. Peter

5. Paper III: Studies of biomass-fuelled MCFC systems

This study was initiated as part of the Swedish participation in the IEA Advanced
fuel cells programme – Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Balance-of-Plant Analysis
activities.

The representatives of the participating countries, Japan, The Netherlands, Italy and
Sweden, concluded that fuels such as natural gas or gasified coal, had been
investigated fairly well, whereas the use of biomass via gasification was a more or
less uncharted area.

5.1. The system studied
Today it is generally considered that fuel cell power plants are more suited for
distributed generation with unit sizes in the range of 200-1000 kWe [212], rather
than MW-size centralised units. When fuel cell systems are to be fuelled by
gasified biomass, the situation is somewhat different. This is because the gasifier
and gas cleanup sections cannot be built in a too small scale. Mainly this has to do
with the overall economics of the system. In a small system the cost for gasification
and gas cleanup would get unjustifiably high. As a result of this all systems studied
were of 60MWe in size.

The main sub-sections of the overall system were gasification, gas cleanup, power
production by fuel cells and turbines and a district heating connection.

The biomass gasifier in the study was operated at a elevated pressure, calculations
being carried out at six different operating points of the gasifier. The pressure of the
gasifier was varied between 5 and 15 bar, at 5 bar intervals, whereas the gasifier
temperature was kept at 900 °C or 950 °C. In order to investigate the influence of
internal reforming, one of the calculations was carried out assuming internal
reforming occurring within the fuel cell stacks.

The gas cleanup consisted of an initial quench cooler, followed by a water wash
and a traditional low-temperature gas cleanup. It might be desirable to be able to
carry out the gas cleanup at an elevated temperature, but unfortunately no suitable
processes exist.

In the fuel cells the gas is converted into electrical power. The effect of fuel cell
fuel utilisation was studied by performing calculations at both 70 and 85% fuel
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utilisation. The power production sub-section also included steam turbines and
expanders for additional power production.

5.2. Results and conclusions
A summary of the overall results is shown in Table 6. As may be seen, the gasifier
temperature and pressure only have a minor effect on the overall power production.
As the increase in gasifier pressure and temperature results in a lowered power
output of the fuel cells, this is compensated by the increased power production of
expanders and turbines. Similarly the effect of increased fuel utilisation seems to be
of minor importance.

Table 6. Summary of the biomass-fuelled MCFC system study

Case I II III IV V VI VII*

Gasifier temperature [°C] 900 900 900 950 950 950 900

Gasifier pressure [bar] 5 10 15 5 10 15 5

Fuel utilisation by fuel cell [%] 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Fuel cell power production [kWAC] 38259 36892 36068 39813 38846 38118 58472

Turbines and expanders [kWe] 39759 42403 44973 38859 42703 44865 32686

System consumption [kWe] -20361 -20859 -22120 -20828 -22905 -23848 -18828

District heat [kWth] 102505 103416 103280 103157 103315 102685 90763

Power efficiency [%-LHV] 29.6 30.0 30.3 29.7 30.1 30.4 36.9

Overall efficiency [%-LHV] 82.2 83.1 83.3 82.7 83.2 83.1 83.6

Fuel utilisation by fuel cell [%] 85 85 85 85 85 85 85

Fuel cell power production [kWAC] 46457 44797 43797 48345 47171 46286 71002

Turbines and expanders [kWe] 44425 48863 51147 46567 49015 50881 27328

System consumption [kWe] 28813 31289 32195 31838 33301 33943 18363

District heat [kWth] 95033 94480 94593 92294 93989 93834 83731

Power efficiency [%-LHV] 31.9 32.1 32.2 32.2 32.3 32.5 43.5

Overall efficiency [%-LHV] 80.7 80.5 80.8 79.8 80.6 80.7 86.5

* internal reforming

The factor that has a strong influence on both power efficiency and overall
efficiency is whether internal reforming is used or not. As a result of internal
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reforming the power produced by the fuel cells increases, and at the same time the
cooling demand decreases. The lowered cooling demand is directly seen in the
lower system consumption, i.e. less work needed for cathode air compression.

A feature worth further study is what the influence of high-temperature gas clean-
up, if possible to use, would be. This would call for new methods, such as capillary
condensation, in order to lower the water vapour content of the gas to be cleaned.
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Scientists study what is.
Engineers create what never was.

Theodore von Kármán

6. Paper IV: BARAKA: Technical analysis of the urban fuel 
cell network with coal gasifier

The work presented in paper IV was a significant part of the project JOE3-CT97-
0071, financed by the European Union. The project, with the acronym BARAKA,
was to study the technical and economic feasibility of a combination of a coal
gasifier and high-temperature fuel cells, placed in the city of Metz in France.
Constraints were set upon the number of process units being at an R&D level, as
well as on electrical and overall efficiency.
The location in Metz was selected since this is one of a few cities in France that has
a district-heating network, so that heat from the process can be utilised.

6.1. The BARAKA system
The power production system could be divided into several sub-sections. First
comes the gasifier subsection, where coal and oxygen together with steam are
converted into a hydrogen-rich gas in a Prenflo gasifier.

The gas cleanup sub-section where the pollutants within the gas produced in the
gasifier are removed follows the gasifier sub-section.

The third sub-section is the power generation unit, where the cleaned gas is
converted electrochemically into electricity by high-temperature fuel cells. This
section also includes the turbines and expanders used to recover pressure energy.

The final sub-section is the heat recovery, where heat from various places of the
overall process is recovered, either for steam generation or for district heating.

In the study, four different options were evaluated, two involving SOFCs and two
involving MCFCs. For both types of fuel cells, alternatives with and without anode
recycle were studied.

6.2. Results
When looking at the SOFC-based systems, it was obvious that the introduction of
an anode recycle loop had a significant and positive effect both on fuel cell power
production as well as on the overall power production. The extra cooling of the
stacks provided by the anode recycle loop is able to balance the increased heat
production of the fuel cell as a result of increased overall fuel utilisation.

When MCFC-based systems are considered the picture is different. The addition of
an anode recycle loop does increase the fuel cell power production like in the
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SOFC case, but here the similarities end. In the MCFC case, the increased mass
flow through the anodes as a result of the anode recycle is not able to compensate
for the increase in heat produced by the fuel cell. As a result the air flow to the
cathodes also has to be increased, resulting in an increased power consumption of
the fuel cell cathode air compressors.

6.3. Conclusions
Of the four different system option that were studied, it was only the ones with
SOFCs that were able to meet both the requirement of an electrical efficiency
above 40% together with an overall efficiency above 80%.

Between the two SOFC options it was the one with an anode recycle loop that was
selected for the economic evaluation. Not only for having the highest electrical and
overall efficiency, but also for having a less complex configuration regarding
preheating of the gases entering the anodes.
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Life is the art of drawing
sufficient conclusions from
insufficient premises.

Samuel Butler

7. Overall conclusions

This thesis shows that flowsheeting software is an indispensable tool for the
evaluation of fuel cell systems with their high complexity of recycle streams and
numerous process steps.

It works equally well for low-temperature fuel cell systems of the alkaline type as
for both MCFC and SOFC systems.

The types of primary fuels that can be studied range from natural gas to biomass
and coal.

In order to fully utilise the power of the simulation tool, it is desirable to have
access to real plant data, so that the simulation models can be thoroughly validated.

The calculations and flows established during system calculations can serve as an
information source for the development of both fuel cells and support systems.
They provide the opportunity to use operating data instead of laboratory standard
conditions for design.

As the systems with "traditional" fuels like natural gas are quite well investigated,
future work should be directed towards more novel fuels, in this context, such as
biomass and coal, establishing the system layouts that suit these fuels the best. It is
far from likely that a natural gas system layout is the most suitable for a biomass or
coal-fired system.

Similarly new developments in support equipment should be taken into
consideration. An example of this is the development of micro-turbines, which may
make it possible to construct small-scale power plants with a very high efficiency.
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Give credit where credit is due

Lady Anna, by Anthony Trollope
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